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General Comments on Exam
This is the first time that this Unit has been assessed. It is pleasing to report that
many of the students who sat the paper showed sound knowledge of the principles
of promoting positive behaviour and were able to make links to relevant theories. It
was evident that some students were not consistently identifying approaches or
adult support to promote positive behaviour which was appropriate to the age or
stage of development of children; this is essential to demonstrate the
understanding required.
Centres are to be highly commended for full coverage of the specification which
enabled their learners to access all aspects of the paper.
Centres may wish to note the following observations which relate to the questions
and which should be used as guidance in future series.

Questions 1 - 4
These questions were generally answered well. The questions are generic, rather
than specific to ages of children or stages of development. Students demonstrated
sound understanding of behaviour.
Question 7 - Targeted specification area: B2
Many students were able to recognise that the approach used was not appropriate
for the age of the children but did not make the link to how this would not support
the development of positive behaviour.
One mark example:

Two mark example:

Question 8 (b) - Targeted specification area: Learning Aim A & C1
Students needed to give two distinctly different ways which Joe’s parents might
help him, appropriate for a three year old.
One mark example:

Two mark example:

Question 9 (a) - Targeted specification area: Learning Aim A & B1
The reason for Siah’s upset needed to be clearly linked to the emotional factor of
separation affecting behaviour and the need for a child of two to develop a
relationship/attachment with nursery staff to feel secure. Some students were able
to identify Siah’s separation anxiety but did not provide an explanation for the
behaviour.
One mark example:

Two mark example:

Question 9 (b) - Targeted specification area: Learning Aim B1
This required two different ways a key person could help Siah, which needed to be
relevant to a distressed, clingy two year old just starting at nursery. Students
generally understood the role of a key person but many gave ways which were not
appropriate for Siah’s age, situation or her distressed behaviour.
Two mark example:

Four mark example:

Question 9 (c) - Targeted specification area: Learning Aim B1
This question was poorly answered. Many students showed understanding
of activities to support the development of confidence but in this question examples
given needed to be appropriate for a two year old just starting at nursery who is
clingy and distressed. For example marks were not given for "get her to speak
about what she likes at 'show and tell' " or ”get her join in and take turns in games
with others ".
Question 10 - Targeted specification area: Learning Aim B1 & B2
The majority of students were able to identify two different appropriate ways to
promote positive behaviour. Many responses were not developed to explain how the
approaches would promote positive behaviour.
Two mark example:

Four mark example:

Question 11 - Targeted specification area: Learning Aim B2, C1 & C2
Most students were able to identify some appropriate ways to address behaviour
relevant to Rohan’s age and circumstances. A few students discussed how a range
of strategies could be used by teachers to support Rohan’s positive behaviour using
boundaries and expectations and ways to deal with his unwanted behaviour.
Three mark example:

Eight mark example:

Question 12(a) - Targeted specification area: Learning Aim B2
A number of students found it difficult to give two different reasons why Wes should
be encouraged to take turns relevant to behaviour.
One mark example:

Two mark example:

Question 12 (b) - Targeted specification area: Learning Aim B2
A number of students did not suggest a way for the nursery and the home to work
together, which did not demonstrate understanding of how a consistent approach
would support Wes to develop positive behaviour.
One mark example:

Two mark example:

Question 13 - Targeted specification area: Learning Aim A, B1, C1
The majority of the students were able to demonstrate some knowledge of the
theories and some made links to the scenario. Few were able discuss both theories
in depth and the relevance of each to understanding the behaviour of Charlie.
Four mark example:

Seven mark example:

Summary


Students need to give age and stage appropriate responses. This was shown
to be a significant issue in this paper. Students need to demonstrate
understanding of age and stage appropriate adult support and boundaries
and expectations for behaviour.



It is essential that the information given in scenarios is used to ensure
answers are relevant and knowledge is applied.



When asked for two examples or two ways, students need to make sure the
answer for each point is made separately as indicated by the numbering.
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